EXISTENCE OF TWO PHASES IN

~-(BEDT-TTFl213 '

PROOF BY RESONANCE RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
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Among various organic metals and luperoonductors based on the BEDT-lTF
molecule [bls(ethylenedithiololtetrathiafulvalenel and different polyhallde anions
the most intensively studied Is ~-(BEDT-TTFJ21•. Partially It Is caused by the fact
that these crystals exhibit the superconductlvlty with the highest critical temperature reported for organic materials, but the main reason of this interest is the

existence of two 5upen:;:onducllng state$ in these crystals. Under ambient pressure
the superconductIvity in ~- (BEDT-ITF)213 b obsened below Tc~1.3Kl-4 (low-Tc

phase) but after a particular pressure-temperature cycllng procedure the superconductivity can be stabillzed under ambient pressure at TcSW8.tK.S.6(hJgh-Tc
phasel. "-(BEDT:TTFJ,I Is another modification of the salt formed hetween
BEDT-TTF and 13 ; at am\ient,ressure (I-phase crystals undergo. metal-insulator
phase tranSition at T=13SK4 . . Recently. It was discovered that by tempering
a.-phase crystals at about 15°C for several days crystals can be obtained with
slmJiar properties as the hJgb-Tc state of the ~-crysta1s8.9 (these crystals are
further denoted as ",.-(BEDT-TTFI 2 13 1.
The existence of two superconduct1ng states in e,-(BEDT -1TF)~3 can be
connected with a commensurate superstructurelO developed below 125)( which can
be suppressed by an applied pressure. The mo!]!t Important feature of this superstructure Is a pronounced distortion of the 13 anions Uow-Tc phase). However,
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superconductors based on BEDT- TTf the structural s ituation is simpler in
comparison to ~-(BEDT-TTFl213 ' For example. In the salt ~- (BEDT-TTFl21AU]
only one superconductlng atate Is ohsened with Tc~4K and the !tructure I.s
ordered to the whole temperature range below 300Ki i.e. the lAuI anions are
linear and symmetric 12.
The studies of the resonance Raman (R.R) s pectra of the I; anions In the
HBEDT-TTFJ21.'· have .hown that below I2SK a .pllttlng of the ban~ related
to the symmetrical stretching mode VI of the linear and symmetriC !a anions
Into three or two lines (109 120 and 126cm-' at T=2K) exists (Fig.!). For .ome
crystals the band at 109cm-/ disappeared irreversible dUrinp the 1lluminat1on
by Intense laser light and only one line at about I22cm- was left (FIg.2).
For other cry.stats the hand at 109cm-1 did not completely dLsappear even
for long time of irradiation and relatively higb laser PQwer but the intensity
ratio hetween the fundamental and split bands Ul22cm- ')/UI09cm-') Increased.
Above I2SK the spectra were the ....... for both kinds of ~- (BEDT-TTFl:zI3 C1')'stals
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and only minor changes due to the temperature were observed.
The spUttlng of the v band In ~-(BEDT-TIFJ,1 3 can be related to the commensurate superstructure ~eveloped below 125K; I.e. to the distortion of the f
anions and the ract that three different anions exlsl in the unit cell. The irTeve;'
sible change induced by the laser Alght can be connected with the disappeW"e1lCe
of the distortion of the 13 anions' . Neutron diffraction studies have shown that
the high-Tc phase of ~-(BEDT-TIFl.13 crystals Is completely ordered ll Therefore,
we conclude that the excitation by laser light can induce a transition from the
low-Tc to the high-Ie state of e-(BEDT-TfFl.,~ • at the surface at least. In the
RR experiment the 13 and possibly a150 the aonor cations are excited into the
first excited smglet state. During the rad1ationle.sa desaqlvatlon of this excited
state by Internal convertloD and vibronlc relaxation the 13 anion may fall down
to the vibronic levels of the ground state So in such a way that it reaches
eIther the symmetric or the asymmetric conflguratlon. The efficiency of this
process should be proportional to both the time of illumination and the power
of the exciting laser Ught. However. for some crystals the irreversible change
by light could not be perfonne<l totally (thls 1s not understood in the moment).
Nevertheless. the ratio 1(122cni'1 )/IU09crri 1 ) increases with the power giving
evidence that transition takes place In these crystab as well. although It 15 not
complete and is not fully irreversible. It should be emphasized that the splitting
could be obsened again after temperature cycling when the upper temperature
exceeded l2SKi I.e. the temperature below which the superstructure is developed.
The lnvestlgations of «t,-(BEDT-TIf1 2 13 crystals have shown that the split
band at about 109cnl1 ls absent. The cxi'(BEDT-Tl'F)213 is in the hlgh-Tc atate for
the whole temperature range n.e. the structure is completely ordered). thereFore.
only one line at 120cnl1 was observed 9 (Flg.3L Similary. only one band assigned
to the "1 mode of IAuJ- anions was obser'Ved for P-(BEDT-TTFl 2IAul crystals
(Flg.3), in agreement with the structural studJes whlch have shown that the
lAuI-anions are not distorted and that no structural change takes place in this
saltl~ On the other hand. the "I mode of the f anions in the RR spectra of the
o'-(BEDT-TTFl.1 3 crystals.)Vas split Into three ilnes as well (115, 118 and 12lcm- 1
at T:::SSK). despite the I:t anions are linear and symmetric (Fig. B. However.
this splitting was qualltatIvely dJfferent In comparison with ~-(BEDT-TIf1213
as was shown by RR. measurements as a function of temperature. frequency and
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FIe·I. The resonance Raman spectra of c<-(BEDT-TIFI I and
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FIg.2. The disap!!"arence of the band at 109cm In ~- (BEDT- TTFl ,
crystals. 1.=S14SX. (top: with time by an llJumination with P=lSm~
T=20K; bottom: with increasing power of the laser light, T=3SK)

power of the exciting laser light. The experimental eVidence for a.- (BEDT-ITF}213

shows that the splitting cannot be related to the presence of dlfferent phases In
the crystal but It should be related to the influence of crystal field effects on
13
13 anions .
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FIg.3. The comparison of the RR spectra of ~. -(BEDT-TTFl.'3
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In conclusion. in a-(BEDT- TIF)21 two auperconductlng states exlat at
ambient pressure: the low-Tc slate wlih Tc ... l.3K. and the high-T estate with
Tc "",81:.. The fonnatlon of the hlgh-Tc state iii connected with the suppression
(by pressure-temperature procedure) of the development of • commensurate
superstructure at 1251(; without this procedure the crystal stays in ita low-T
stale. The existence of the two different states_in ~(BEDT-1IF!2.13 crystals w~
·shown by the resonance Raman studies on the 13 anJons iLS well. Moreover. on the
basis of the observed changes of the RR spectra during lIlumination by the exciting laser light. ODe can draw a conclusion that intense I1gbt induces the transition
between these states as well. The suitable electrlcal conductivity meuuremenla
are under progress.
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